CMF - Logistics Operations Co-Ordinator

**Placement:** CMF - Logistics Operations Co-Ordinator  
**Location:** Wellingborough  
**Application Deadline:** 15th of August 2018

**Vacancy Description**

**Start Date:** Up to September 2018  
**Duration:** 6 months

**The Host Company**

UK and USA based company that Distributes and Retail US Automotive Parts for Standard and highly modified USA vehicles. We have been trading in two UK locations since 1966 and are in Transition to a Full E-Commerce Business. We are adding several new Sales Channels in 2018. We are deploying an Innovative B2C and B2B sites plus the Expansion of our Ebay UK / Ebay USA / Amazon UK / Amazon Europe Channels. We are looking for a candidate for Logistics covering the full scope of our business. We import circa 500 Tons of Auto Parts into the UK and Dispatch via Multiple Channels from Several Locations.

**The Placement**

- The host company is looking for a student to work in their Logistics department who is able to work across several different systems identify and highlight issues with current processes.  
- The student will be working alongside senior members of Staff carrying out a range of tasks. These will include working towards optimising how we dispatch via multiple sales channels.  
- The student will be involved in analysis of logistic related data  
- Candidate will be able to take responsibility for troubleshooting, and be able to implement changes to the current process.  
- The student will be expected to take an active part in regular production meetings, where they will deliver the findings from their analysis and make recommendations to the team.  
- The successful applicant will be involved in ensuring our Large Inventory is correctly recorded and held in the correct part of the Warehouse.  
- Be able identify inventory that is not recorded on any of our Sales Channels.

**The Ideal Student**

- Fluent English  
- Efficient  
- Dedicated  
- Self-driven  
- Eager  
- Technical Background  
- E Commerce experience would be beneficial.  
- Excel at least to a basic level  
- Outlook

Interested candidates contact to: ispo@emc-dnl.co.uk or register in our website: www.ispo.co.uk